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Abstract—We analyze relay selection for an underlay cognitive
radio (CR) two-way relay network (TWRN) with zero-forcing (ZF)
transmission and receiving. The source and the destination nodes
are massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) enabled. Relays
will perform amplify and forwarding (AF) while the destination and
source nodes perform self interference cancellation. We first obtain
asymptotic signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) values un-
der the power scaling at the relay and end nodes. Then, we derive
optimal power allocation schemes for the end nodes to satisfy the
interference constraints at the primary user (PU). Based on these
optimal values, we analyze the effect of relay selection on the sum
rate. With the use of massive MIMO, the SINR and the sum rate will
only depend on the pathloss coefficients of the channels and average
noise levels. Thus, the relay selection can be done at the deployment
stages of the system and most of the time it simplifies to selection
of the relay with the highest number of antennas. Our simulation
results validate the analytical asymptotic results and qualify CR
massive MIMO TWRNs as a possible candidate for future wireless
systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Global mobile traffic data increased by 74% in year 2015 and
will increase by eightfold during the next five years [1]. This
exponential increase in demand for wireless data has resulted
in spectrum scarcity in current wireless systems. Thus, effective
reuse of the wireless spectrum is important for wireless systems.
Cognitive radio (CR) has been proposed as an efficient spectrum
reuse and sharing technology for wireless systems [2]. Underlay
CR allows secondary users to use the same bandwidth of primary
users (PUs) without exceeding a certain interference threshold at
the PUs [3].

Two-way relay networks (TWRNs) enable bi-directional data
transmission between two nodes via a relay node [4]. TWRNs
double the spectral efficiency compared to a one-way relay and
are currently being used for several wireless communication stan-
dards, including Longterm evolution-advanced (LTE-A) [5]. Use
of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology in TWRNs
further improves the achievable data rate and the reliability of
TWRNs due to the spatial multiplexing and diversity gains [6],
[7]. Massive MIMO is the extension of MIMO systems by using
a very large antenna array at the end nodes [8]. Massive MIMO
mitigates the effects of small-scale fading and interferences due to
the improved degrees of freedom offered by large antenna arrays
[9]. Also, it offers optimal linear beamforming and precoding
methods and increased power efficiencies. Henceforth, massive
MIMO has been identified as a pivotal component of future 5G
systems [10]. In a cooperative relay system, when multiple relay
nodes are present, relay selection can be used to increase the
reliability and the data rate of a system [11]. Relay selection

can be based on different performance criteria and significantly
increase the performance of MIMO TWRNs [12].

In this paper we analyze relay selection problem in CR massive
MIMO TWRNs with multiple relays to improve the sum rate of
the system. The source and destination nodes (i.e. end nodes)
are massive MIMO enabled and the relay nodes are MIMO en-
abled. End nodes perform zero-forcing (ZF) transmission and ZF
receiving while relays perform amplify-and-forward (AF) trans-
mission. Furthermore, the end nodes perform self-interference
cancellation. The source, destination and the relay nodes all act
as secondary users in the presence of a PU.
Previous Work on CR TWRNs: CR TWRNs with AF operations
have been studied in [13] by obtaining detection probabilities
and outage probabilities. However, this analysis is done for an
overlay CR system. In [14], outage probability is analyzed for a
TWRN with digital network coding and relay selection. Overlay
CR systems with multiple relays have been analyzed in [15].
Furthermore, in [16], relay selection and optimal power allocation
is analyzed for single antenna nodes under CR TWRN settings.
In [17], CR massive MIMO systems are analyzed for power
allocation under pilot contamination. Furthermore, in [18] the
performance of an underlay MIMO secondary system under a
MIMO primary system has been analyzed. Several results have
been obtained when the number of antennas at the primary system
increases to infinity. None of these work, focus on relay selection
for massive MIMO CRs.
Motivation and our contribution: Significant sum rate gains and
outage minimizations has been obtained through relay selection
for MIMO systems [12]. Also, massive MIMO has resulted in
significant power efficiencies and sum rate improvements [8].
However to the best of authors knowledge, studies on CR massive
MIMO TWRNs with relay selection are not present on the current
wireless research literature. This is a challenging problem because
of the strict limits on PU interference. Hence, our motivation in
this work is obtaining significant sum rate gains by combining
relay selection, massive MIMO TWRNs, and CR. Specifically,
our objective is to maximize the sum rate of a CR TWRN with
multiple relays through relay selection under the peak interference
constraints on the PU. We first obtain the asymptotic signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and the sum rate for a
certain data sub-stream, when a certain relay is selected. Then,
we obtain the aggregated sum rate for the selected relay and solve
the optimum power allocation to maximize the sum rate under the
maximum interference constraint at PU. Finally, we present the
relay selection criteria and obtain the maximum sum rate with
relay selection.



Our results show that the asymptotic SINR and sum rate
do not depend on the small scale fading and thus, the relay
selection can be done at the designing stage of the system. If all
other parameters are equal for relays, the sum rate maximization
simplifies to the selection of the relay with highest number of
antennas. Further, our results show that the interference on the
PU can be easily reduced through the use of massive MIMO at
the end nodes.

One inherent problem of a TWRN in a CR setting is the
management of the interference caused on the PU. As both
end nodes transmit simultaneously to the relay, the end nodes
must coordinate there power levels to limit the interference on
PU. This leads to complex issues such as requirement of each
others channel knowledges for end nodes, which will be hard
to implement in a practical application. Some previous research
has solved this problem [14], [19] by using seperate time slots
for end nodes. But this leads to reduced sum rates as three time
slots are required for bidirectional data transfer between the end
nodes. However, with the use of massive MIMO at the end nodes,
we show that end nodes can transmit simultaneously without
worrying about the interference on the PU.
Notation: ZH , ZT , and [Z]k,k denote the Hermitian-transpose,
transpose, and the kth diagonal element of the matrix, Z, respec-
tively. A complex Gaussian random variable X with mean µ and
standard deviation σ is denoted as X ∼ CN

(
µ, σ2

)
.

II. SYSTEM, CHANNEL, AND SIGNAL MODEL

A. System and channel model

Our system model consists of one PU and a secondary
TWRN. Secondary TWRN consists of two user nodes (S1

and S2) and K relay nodes (Rk for k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}). PU
is equipped with N antennas and user node Si is equipped
with Ni antennas for i ∈ {1, 2}, and the kth relay node has
NRk

antennas. All secondary nodes are assumed half-duplex
terminals, and all channel amplitudes are assumed independently
distributed, frequency flat-Rayleigh fading. Thus, the wireless
channel from Si to PU is defined as Fi = F̃iD̂

1/2
i , where

F̃i ∼ CNN×Ni (0N×Ni , IN ⊗ INi) captures the fast fading
and D̂i = η̂iINi accounts for the pathloss. The channel be-
tween Rk and PU is defined as Gk = G̃kD

1/2
k , with G̃k ∼

CNN×NRk

(
0N×NRk

, IN ⊗ INRk

)
and Dk = ηkINRk

. Simi-
larly, the channel matrix from Si to Rk is defined as Hi,k =

H̃i,kD
1/2
i,k , with H̃i,k ∼ CNNRk

×Ni

(
0NRk

×Ni
, INRk

⊗ INi

)
and Di,k = ηi,kINi . The detailed system model is shown in
Fig. 1. The channel coefficients are assumed to be fixed during
two consecutive time-slots (a time-slot is the time used for a
single transmission between two wireless nodes), and hence, the
reverse channels are assumed to be the transpose of forward
channel by using the reciprocity property of wireless channels.
The additive noise at all the receivers is modelled as complex
zero mean additive white Gaussian (AWGN) noise. The direct
channel between S1 and S2 is assumed to be unavailable due to
large pathloss and heavy shadowing effects [4], [7].
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Fig. 1: The system model with K relay nodes and the channel matrices
between different nodes.

B. Signal model

S1 and S2 exchange their signal vectors x1 and x2 by selecting
one of the available relays using two time slots. Here, we denote
the selected relay as Rk for the analysis. First, S1 and S2 transmit
x1 and x2, respectively, towards Rk by employing transmit-ZF
precoding over the multiple access channel1. The received signal
at Rk can then be written as

yRk
= m1,kH1,kVT1,k

x1 +m2,kH2,kVT2,k
x2 + nRk

+ iRk
,(1)

where the NRk
× 1 signal vector xi satisfies E

[
xix

H
i

]
= INRk

for i ∈ {1, 2} and k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}. Thus, the Ni × 1 precoded-
transmit signal vector at Si is given by VTi,k

xi. Here, iRk
is the

NRk
× 1 interference vector on the secondary relay by the PU,

which is modelled as AWGN with average power σ2
ik

= PUηk,
where PU is the transmit power of PU.2 In (1), mi,k is the power
normalizing factor at Si and is designed to constrain its transmit
power as follows [7]:

mi,k=

√
Pi,k/Tr

(
VTi,k

VH
Ti,k

)
, (2)

where Pi,k is the transmit power at Si to satisfy the interference
constraints at PU. Further, in (1), nRk

is the NRk
× 1 zero mean

AWGN vector at Rk satisfying E
(
nRk

nHRk

)
= INRk

σ2
Rk

, and
VTi,k

is the transmit-ZF precoding matrix at Si given by [20]

VTi,k
= HH

i,k

(
Hi,kH

H
i,k

)−1
. (3)

1In order to use transmit-ZF at S1 and S2, the constraint min(N1, N2) ≥
maxk∈{1,··· ,K}NRk

needs to be satisfied.
2Here, as we assume no coordination between the primary and secondary

networks, we use the average interference power at the relay when the PU is
transmitting. Similar assumptions are made in [16].



γ
S

(l)
i,k

=

PRk
Pi′,k/Tr

([
Hi′,kH

H
i′,k

]−1)
PRk

(
σ2
Rk

+ σ2
ik

)
+

(
P1,k

Tr
(
[H1,kHH

1,k]
−1

) +
P2,k

Tr
(
[H2,kHH

2,k]
−1

) + σ2
Rk

+ σ2
ik

)
σ2
Ni

+σ2
Ii

ηi,k

[(
H̃H
k,iH̃k,i

)−1]
l,l

, (14)

In the second time-slot, Rk amplifies yRk
and broadcasts this

amplified-signal towards both user nodes. Each node then per-
forms ZF receiving and obtains the following signal vector:

ySi,k
= VRi,k

(MkHk,iyRk
+ ni + ii) , (4)

where Mk is the amplification factor at Rk and is defined as

Mk =

√
PRk

/
(
m2

1,k +m2
2,k + σ2

Rk
+ σ2

ik

)
, (5)

where mk,i is defined in (2) and PRk
is the transmit power at

Rk to satisfy the interference constraints at PU. Moreover, in
(4), Hk,i=HT

i,k, and ni is the Ni × 1 zero mean AWGN at Si
satisfying E

(
nin

H
i

)
= INiσ

2
i . Also, ii is the interference on Si

by PU with average power σ2
i = PU η̂i. Besides, VRi,k

is the
receive-ZF matrix at Si and can be written as [20]

VRi,k
=
(
HH
k,iHk,i

)−1
HH
k,i. (6)

C. Effect on the Primary User

In underlay cognitive radio, the secondary users should transmit
their data without exceeding the interference temperature at the
PU. Thus, in this section we obtain the equations for the received
interference at the PU during the two time slots. During the
first time-slot, the received interference signal at PU can then
be written as

i1,k = m1,kF1VT1,k
x1 +m2,kF2VT2,k

x2. (7)

Similarly, in the second time-slot, the received interference signal
at PU can then be written as

i2,k =MkGkyRk

=m1,kMkGkH1,kVT1,k
x1 +m2,kMkGkH2,kVT2,k

x2

+MkGknRk
+MkGkiRk

. (8)

The received interference powers for the above two cases and the
interference constraint at the PU is given as

I1,k = P1,kTr
(
FH1 F1

)
+ P2,kTr

(
FH2 F2

)
≤ It, (9)

I2,k = PRk
Tr
(
GH
k Gk

)
≤ It, (10)

where It is the acceptable interference level at PU.

D. Exact conditional end-to-end SINR

In this subsection, we obtain the exact end-to-end SINR of
the lth data substream for l ∈ {1, · · · , NRk

} under the transmit
powers of P1,k, P2,k and PRk

. To this end, by substituting (1),
(3), and (6) into (4), the received signal vector at Si can be written
in an alternative form as follows:

ySi,k
=Mk (mi,kxi +mi′,kxi′ + nRk

+ iRk
) + ñi, (11)

where {i, i′} ∈ {{1, 2}, {2, 1}}. Further, ñi is the filtered, colored
noise and is given by ñi = VRi,k

(ni + ii). Next, by using self-
interference cancellation to (11), the signal vector of Si′ received
at Si can be extracted as follows:

ỹSi,k
=Mk (mi′,kxi′ + nRk

+ iRk
) + ñi. (12)

By using (12), the post-processing end-to-end SINR of the lth
data substream at Si can be derived as

γ
S
(l)
i,k

=
M2
km

2
i′,k

M2
kσ

2
Rk

+M2
kσ

2
ik
+
σ2
Ni

+σ2
Ii

ηi,k

[(
H̃H
k,iH̃k,i

)−1
]
l,l

, (13)

where {i, i′} ∈ {{1, 2}, {2, 1}}, l ∈ {1, · · · , NRk
}, and k ∈

{1, · · · ,K}. By substituting Mk (5), mi′,k (2) and the result

Tr
(
VTi,k

VH
Ti,k

)
= Tr

([
Hi,kH

H
i,k

]−1)
into (13), the end-to-

end conditional SINR in (13) can be written in a more insightful
form as (14) at the top of this page.

E. Sum rate analysis when Rk is selected

In this subsection, we obtain sum rate expressions when the
relay Rk is selected assuming that the interference constraints at
PU is satisfied. To correctly decode the data substreams by the
receivers, each node need to transmit the data in common rate
in MIMO TWRNs. Thus, the sum rate obtained by selecting kth
relay can be defined as follows:

Rk = 2min
(
RS1,k

,RS2,k

)
, (15)

where RSi,k
is the sum of data substreams rates at Si for i ∈

{1, 2}, and can be written as

RSi,k
=

1

2

NRk∑
l=1

log
(
1 + γ

S
(l)
i,k

)
. (16)

The factor of two appears in (15) due to the presence of two
user nodes in the TWRN of interest. Further, the pre-log factor
of one-half in (16) is due to the use of two time-slots.

III. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

In this section we analysis the interference conditions and
conditional end-to-end SINR under the asymptotic limits (i.e.
N1, N2 →∞) and with power scaling at the relay and end nodes.
While the number of antennas at the user nodes S1 and S2, N1

and N2 grows unbounded, the number of antennas at the relay
node Rk and PU is kept unchanged. For simplicity it is assumed
that as N1, N2 → ∞, the ratio between the number of antennas
at S1 and S2 is kept constant for analytical simplicity. Thus

α =
N2

N1
. (17)

As the number of antennas at the user nodes asymptotically
approaches ∞, we use the following identity from [8] as



γ∞
S

(l)
1,k

=
ERk

E2,kη1,kη2,k(
σ2
Ni

+σ2
Ii

)
(E1,kη1,k + E2,kη2,k) +

(
σ2
Rk

+ σ2
ik

)
NRk

(
ERk

η1,k + σ2
Ni

+σ2
Ii

) , (23)

γ∞
S

(l)
2,k

=
αERk

E1,kη1,kη2,k(
σ2
Ni

+σ2
Ii

)
(E1,kη1,k + E2,kη2,k) +

(
σ2
Rk

+ σ2
ik

)
NRk

(
αERk

η2,k + σ2
Ni

+σ2
Ii

) , (24)

lim
Ni→∞

Hi,kH
H
i,k

Ni
= Di,k. (18)

The transmit power at the user nodes S1 and S2 and the
transmit power at the relay nodes Rk for k ∈ {1, · · · ,K} are
scaled inversely proportional to the number of antennas at the
user nodes. Thus

Pi,k =
Ei,k
N1

for i ∈ {1, 2} and PRk
=
ERk

N1
, (19)

where E1,k, E2,k and ERk
are fixed. By substituting these values

we rewrite (10) as

I2,k =ERk

Tr
(
GH
k Gk

)
N1

≤ It, (20)

and as
Tr(GH

k Gk)
N1

→ 0 as N1 →∞, this condition is asymptoti-
cally satisfied for any value of ERk

. By using

lim
Ni→∞

Tr
(
FHi Fi

)
Ni

= η̂iN, (21)

on eqn. (9) we obtain the interference constraint as

lim
Ni→∞

I1,k =E1,kη̂1N + E2,kη̂2N ≤ It, (22)

By using the asymptotic limit results on (14), we obtain the
asymptotic SINRs for this case as (23) and (24) at the top of
this page when condition (22) is satisfied. Here, k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}
and l ∈ {1, · · · , NRk

}. Interestingly, the asymptotic SINRs in
(23) and (24), are independent of the fast fading component of the
wireless channel, and only depend on pathloss of the channels.
It is worth noting that the asymptotic SINRs are independent
of the data-stream index, k, as well, and hence, we can denote
γ∞
S

(l)
i,k

= γ∞Si,k
for l ∈ {1, · · · , NRk

}. By substituting this value in

(16) we obtain the sum rate between Ui and Rk as

R∞Si,k
=

1

2
NRk

log
(
1 + γ∞Si,k

)
. (25)

Further, we obtain the total sum rate when Rk is selected as
R∞k = NRk

log
(
1 + min

(
γ∞S1,k

, γ∞S2,k

))
, (26)

Remark I: As mentioned earlier, the results obtained in (23)
and (24), only depend on the pathloss coefficient and the average
noise values. Thus, the sum rate of the system will be a fixed
value for a specified relay. Thus, relay selection can be done at
the designing stage and no instantaneous channel information will
be required for the relay selection process.

IV. OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION AND RELAY SELECTION

A. Optimal power allocation

In this section we obtain the optimal power allocation results
to maximize the sum rate given in (26) under the interference
constraint in (22). We represent the optimal power allocation at

S1 and S2 as E∗1,k and E∗2,k. First, we analyze the sum rate
maximization through power allocation for the data transmission
through relay node Rk.

Maximizing R∞k corresponds to deciding power allocation to
E1,k and E2,k to maximizing the minimum of γ∞S1,k

and γ∞S2,k
.

By observing that both (23) and (24) are increasing with respect
to E1,k and E2,k, we can deduce that the maximum value occurs
when γ∞S1,k

= γ∞S2,k
. By substituting

E∗1,k =
1

η̂1

(
(1 + δ)

N
It − E∗2,kη̂2

)
, (27)

to (23) and (24), and by using the equality, we can obtain a
quadratic equation to solve E∗1,k and E∗2,k. Here, 0 ≤ δ � 1 and
is used to make sure that the interference on PU is significantly
less than the threshold. We denote the asymptotic SINR values
and the sum rate value corresponding to this optimum allocation
case as γ∞,∗S1,k

, γ∞,∗S1,k
, and R∞,∗k respectively.

As an special case, if we assume that α = 1 and η1,k = η2,k,
then we can conclude that E∗1,k = E∗2,k. By using (27) we obtain

E∗1,k = E∗2,k =
1 + δ

(η̂1 + η̂2)N
It. (28)

B. Relay selection with optimum values

In this section we obtain the asymptotic sum rate with optimal
power allocation and relay selection. The optimum relay selection
criteria to maximize the sum rate of the secondary system can be
given as

K∗= argmax
k∈{1,··· ,K}

[
R∞,∗k

]
= argmax
k∈{1,··· ,K}

[
NRk

log
(
1 + min

(
γ∞S1,k

, γ∞S2,k

))]
, (29)

where K∗ is the selected relay index. Further, (29) shows that the
optimal relay selection highly depends on the maximum value of
NRk

. Since, NRk
appears outside of the logarithm, the impact

of NRk
is higher. Thus, for most cases the relay selection will

be simplified to selection of the relay with the maximum number
of antennas. Thus, we propose selection of the relay with the
maximum number of antennas to maximize the sum rate of the
system.
Remark II: This result shows that, if the number of antennas
of each relay and other parameters are the same, then the relay
selection does not increase the asymptotic sum rate. Thus, in such
a scenario, just selecting a random relay will still give maximum
asymptotic sum rate without the overhead costs of relay selection.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, our numerical and simulation results are pre-
sented to study the performance of our proposed selection strategy
by plotting the average sum rate and asymptotic sum rate. We use
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Fig. 2: The sum rate comparisons for different number of relays L vs
the number of antennas at the S1 nodes. Different relays have different
number of antennas.

interference threshold at PU as IT = 10dB, the large scale fading
coefficients between PU and S1 and S2 as η̂1 = η̂2 = 1/16, and
the noise powers σ2

Ni
= σ2

Rk
= 1. We also set α = 1 and transmit

power at the relay Rk as Ek = 25dB. The primary user has 6
antennas (i.e. N = 6). In Fig. 2, we analyze our results for four
cases with different number of relays. Case one consists of a
single relay node (i.e. K = 1) with a single antenna. In case two,
K = 4 and the number of antennas at the relays (Nk) are 1, 1, 4, 4
respectively. In case three, we have K = 8 and the number
of antennas at the relays are 1, 1, 4, 4, 8, 8, 8, 8 respectively. In
fourth case, we plotted the sum rate, when the relay with highest
number fo antennas is selected (i.e. relay with 8 antennas). We
have used the optimal power allocation scheme we derived with
δ = 0.1. It can be seen from this figure that significant sum
rate gains can be obtained through having multiple relays. As an
example a single relay with a single antenna can only achievable
a sum rate of 2.5bps/Hz while the four-relay system which has
1, 1, 4, and 4 antennas each can obtain a achievable sum rate
of 5.5bps/Hz. Also, with eight relays, the achievable sum rate
is 7.2bps/Hz which offers a significant increase compared to
previous two cases. Our asymptotic analysis perfectly matches the
simulated sum rates when the number of antennas are increased.
Selecting the relay with the highest number of antennas (case
4) provides the same asymptotic sum rate as case 3 which uses
relay selection. However, without relay selection, higher number
of antennas are required to achieve asymptotic performance. In
Fig. 3, we analyze the sum rate of the system with different
number of relays, but when those relays have the same number
of antennas (i.e. Nk = 8 for all the relays). Case one, two,
and three corresponds to 1, 4, and 8 relays respectively. Optimal
power allocation with δ = 0.1 is used. Unlike in Fig. 2, we can
see that the achievable asymptotic sum rates for different cases
are the same. This is due to the fact that the achievable sum
rate depends on the relay with the highest number of antennas.
However, with multiple relays, the asymptotic performance can
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Fig. 3: The sum rate comparisons for different number of relays K vs
the number of antennas at the S1 nodes. All relays have 8 antennas.
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Fig. 4: The outage of the CR TWRN during different time slots with
and without relay selection.

be obtained by using a smaller number of antennas at the end
nodes. Also it can be seen that until the number of antennas at
the end nodes surpasses a certain number (in this case around
120), the achievable sum rate of the system is zero. This is
due to the interference constraint at the PU. Although eqn. (9)
is satisfied asymptotically for any ERk

, when N1 is low this
constraint may not be satisfied and the secondary system will
remain in outage state. Thus, until the number of antennas at the
end nodes increases upto a certain limit, the secondary network
cannot start the transmission.

In Fig. 4, we have plotted the probability of outage of the
system due to the interference at the PU exceeding the threshold
level. We have plotted (1) interference during the first time slot
(i.e. when both the end nodes are transmitting) causes the outage,
(2) interference during the second time slot causes the outage
when having 8 antennas, and (3) interference during the second
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Fig. 5: The achievable sum rate of the system against the number of
antennas at the end nodes for different power allocation cases.

time slot causes the outage when the relay with the highest
number of antennas is selected. As seen from the Fig. 4, the
outage probability of the system due to interference on first time
slot rapidly reduces with the number of antennas. As an example,
with 200 antennas the outage is less than 10−12. This shows that,
with a large antenna array at the end nodes and power scaling, the
interference at the PU approaches 0 and thus, the end nodes does
not need to know each others channel matrices to decide whether
to transmit or not. Also, the interference during the second time
slot approaches zero but with a less convergence rate. As an
example with 250 antennas, relay selection provides less than
10−12 outage while the outage with a single relay is around 10−5.
In Fig. 5, we plot the achievable sum rates for three cases for
different power allocations at the end nodes. In case one, we use
the optimal power allocation scheme we derived. In case 2, we use
E1
E2

= 3/2 and in case 3, we use E1

E2
= 7/3. it can be seen from

the plot that the sum rate approaches the asymptotic sum rates we
obtained through equations when the number of antennas at the
end nodes increases. Furthermore, our optimal power allocation
scheme obtains the highest achievable sum rate while the sum
rates of other power allocations are significantly less than the
sum rate we obtained for the optimal power allocation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed a massive MIMO CR TWRN with
relay selections to maximize the sum rate. With the use of
massive MIMO at the secondary end nodes, the asymptotic SINR
becomes independent of small scale fading and only depends
on the number of antennas at the relay, pathloss coefficients
between nodes, the average noise and interference powers, and
the transmit powers at end nodes. Furthermore, we obtained the
optimal power allocation at end nodes under the interference
limited constraint at PU. Use of massive MIMO at the end
nodes of a CR TWRN increases the achievable sum rate of the
secondary network and decreases the interference on the PU.

Most of the time, relay selection for a CR TWRN with massive
MIMO end nodes simplifies to the selection of the relay with the
highest number of antennas. However, if all the relays have the
same number of antennas, relay selection does not increase the
asymptotic performance.
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